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Plain Talk
About the History of the Bode Museum
1875–2020: Chronology
1830 Opening of the Altes Museum, the first museum building on Museum
Island.
1875 The Brandenburg-Prussian Kunstkammer is disbanded and its contents
are distributed among the collections of the Royal Museums. Many of
those objects are preserved today in the Bode Museum. Seven years
earlier, the Numismatic Collection is established as an independent museum with
over 130,000 objects at the time; in the following decades, the collection
and its five curators experience a time of intensive acquisition and publication.

Postcard. ZA 1.1.5-8022 © Photo: Staatliche Museen
zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Planning for a Renaissance Museum
1876 On the grounds of the present-day Bode Museum, an “art barracks”
is erected. Until 1894 it was used for exhibitions of the Academy of Fine
Arts.
1878/79 Wilhelm Bode, since 1872 assistant to the director of the Berlin
Royal Museums, proposes a new museum building: a Renaissance Museum
for sculpture, paintings, and decorative arts from the Middle Ages to the
18th century. For the first time, different art forms would be presented
alongside each other. The director general at the time, Richard Schöne,
favours Museum Island as a possible site for the museum.

Postcard, View of the art barracks on Berlin Museum Island. 1885 © Unknown photographer. In the
public domain

1880 Bode presents his idea to Crown Prince Friedrich Wilhelm, the protector
of the museums.
1882 The city railway (Stadtbahn) begins operation. It cuts through Museum
Island.
1883 Bode becomes director of the Department of Sculpture of the Christian
Era. The exhibition of ancient works of art from royal and private collections
is accompanied by a “Position Paper by Crown Prince Friedrich Wilhelm
and Crown Princess Victoria”. It recommends erecting a new building for
the painting and sculpture collections. Museums should be “centres of
education for the public.”
1884 The area at the tip of Museum Island, north of the railway tracks, is
declared the building site for the future Renaissance Museum.

Left: Wilhelm Bode. 1882 © Private collection. Unknown photographer
Right: Anton von Werner, Crown Prince Friedrich
Wilhelm. 1871. Pencil © Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Kupferstichkabinett.

Max Liebermann, Wilhelm Bode. 1904. Oil on canvas. A III 533 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Nationalgalerie / Jörg P. Anders

1887 At the end of the year, the construction plan for new museum buildings
is approved. First, a museum for the Pergamon Altar should be erected
south of the railway tracks. However, Bode is able to push through his
desire that “his” Renaissance Museum, on the northern tip of Museum
Island, be built first.
1888 After the death of Wilhelm I, the Crown Prince succeeds him. As Kaiser
Friedrich III he promotes chief government building surveyor Ernst Eberhard
Ihne to court architect and entrusts him with designing the Renaissance
Museum. After reigning only 99 days, Friedrich III dies and is succeeded
by his son, Wilhelm II.
1890 Bode becomes director of the painting and sculpture collections in
the Altes Museum, which was designed by Karl Friedrich Schinkel.

Ernst Eberhard Ihne © Unknown photographer

1891 The Royal Museums acquire the land north of the city railway as a
building site.
1892 In a skylighted gallery in the Altes Museum, Bode tries out his integrative concept, in which he displays different art forms together to convey
the impression of an entire artistic period (the Renaissance).
1896 Court architect Ihne is commissioned with the planning of the
Renaissance Museum and the erection of a national monument to Kaiser
Friedrich III. Rudolph Maison is chosen as the sculptor, although Bode
preferred Adolph von Hildebrand.

Project sketch for the Renaissance Museum
from the Kupfergraben side by Ernst Eberhard
von Ihne. 1896. ZA.1.1.5.-0114 © Photo: Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Elevation, railway side © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Equestrian statue of Kaiser Friedrich III on the Museum
Bridge. 1904 © Photo: Max Missmann, Stiftung Stadtmuseum Berlin

Elevation from the Kupfergraben © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

With the move from the Altes Museum to what would become known
as the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum, the Numismatic Collection gains a custom-made vault, offices and meeting rooms. As director, Julius Menadier
takes substantial responsibility for the planning and the configuration.

Joint rectorship 1898–1919: Heinrich Dressel (1845–
1920 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Münzkabinett) and Julius Menadier (1854–1939, Director until
1921, sketch by Max Lange. (1916) © Photo: Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin, Münzkabinett / Bernhard Weisser,
Archive of artists’ letters during World War I, collected
correspondence of Max Lange)

1897 To support the museum, Bode establishes a group of friends – the
Kaiser-Friedrich-Museumsverein, active to this day. Construction funds
are requested and approved in the state budget. To provide access to the
museum, the Monbijou bridge, financed by the city of Berlin, is built over
the River Spree and the Kupfergraben.
1898 The ground-breaking ceremony in the middle of September proves
to be difficult: “The footing of the building took place completely in water
atop concrete between sheet pile walls; however, since half of the plot on
the Spree side was a quagmire, additionally pilings up to 20 m in length had
been driven in there between the sheet pile walls.” (Max Hasak, Councillor
and Building Surveyor, who was responsible for construction management).

Adolf von Hildebrand, Wilhelm von Bode. Medal
1897. 18205497 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Münzkabinett / Lutz-Jürgen Lübke (Lübke and
Wiedemann)

1900 The acquisition of the collection of Friedrich Imhoff-Blumer, with
its more than 22,000 coins, expands the holdings of the Numismatic
Collection.
1902 The architect Ihne modifies the construction plans. The Early Christian-Byzantine Collection, established by Bode in 1900, and the Islamic
Department require additional exhibition space.
1903 The museum’s shell is complete.

Souvenir of the construction of the museum. July 24,
1899. ZA.1.1.5.-3359 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu
Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Bridge construction near the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum. Before 1904. ZA 1.1.5-0115 © Photo: Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Dedication of the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum
1904 On October 18 the inauguration of the museum takes place. It is named
after Kaiser Friedrich III, who would have celebrated his 73rd birthday on
that day. Initially, the building houses the Department of Sculpture of the
Christian Era, the Paintings Collection, the Early Christian-Byzantine
Collection, the Numismatic Collection, and the Islamic Department. The
study room of the Numismatic Collection begins operation. The Jewish
art collector James Simon bequeaths to the museum 445 works of art,
housed in a cabinet specifically designed for them.

Admission ticket to the inauguration of the KaiserFriedrich-Museum. ZA B.1.1 © Photo: Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Dedication of the Kaiser Friedrich Monument, in:
B.I.Z 1904, S. 696 © Photo: Landesarchiv Berlin

Museum of Islamic Art in the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum, Great vault in the Numismatic Collection. 1904 ©
Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv
Mshatta-Facade (1909–1910). ZA 2.11.-3233 © Photo:
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

James Simon Cabinet. 1904. ZA 2.4.-768 © Photo:
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Early Christian-Byzantine Collection (1905–1909) ZA
2.18.-08147 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Zentralarchiv

The 58-year-old Bode observes the pomp and circumstance from the gallery
of the Basilica. He considers the new building, with its integration of
original portals, fireplaces, fountains, and altars, and with its historical
furniture, a novel creation. The Kaiser does not even bother to mention
Bode’s mode of presentation in his speech. Instead, the press reacts with
a flood of scorn and little praise. The architect Ihne receives devastating
criticism for his building. Abroad, especially in the United States, Bode’s
innovative concept of the “atmospheric rooms” (the combined presentation
of sculpture and paintings in context with the surrounding architecture),
is applauded and adopted.

Early Christian-Byzantine Collection (1905–1909) ZA
2.18.-08147 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Zentralarchiv

Paintings and sculptures in the Kaiser-FriedrichMuseum, Room 45. 1904. ZA 2.4.-675 © Photo:
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Paintings Gallery in the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum.
1904. ZA 2.4.-727 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu
Berlin, Zentralarchiv

1905 Bode becomes director general of the Royal Museums and develops
the idea of a “German Museum”, as an extension to the Kaiser-FriedrichMuseum, whose exhibition space is already insufficient for the growing
collections.
1906 The collection of Arthur Löbbeke, with over 28,000 objects, is added
to the holdings of the Numismatic Collection after direct mediation of
Wilhelm Bode with Kaiser Wilhelm II.

Wilhelm Haverkamp: Dedication of the Kaiser-FriedrichMuseum. Medal. Wilhelm II (1888–1918), King of
Prussia, German Kaiser. 1905. Bronze, diameter: 70
mm. 18205774 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Münzkabinett / Lutz-Jürgen Lübke (Lübke and
Wiedemann

1907 Bode drafts a position paper for the expansion of the Royal Museums.
In the north wing of the future Pergamon Museum, Bode plans the “German Museum.” He secures the services of architect Alfred Messel, who
among other things envisions a footbridge connecting the south side of
the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum over the railway tracks to the Pergamon
Museum. This would help redress the isolated situation of the former
building.
1909 Bode acquires the bust of Flora as a purported work of Leonardo da
Vinci, thus unleashing a long-lasting controversy.
1911 On a provisional basis, the Near Eastern Department is housed in the
basement.

Installation of the Near East Museum in the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum, basement (1904–1929). ZA 2.19./08772 ©
Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

1914 Bode is raised to nobility and thereafter named “von Bode”. With the
outbreak of the First World War, the museum closes.
1916 The Numismatic Collection is asked to turn over platinum for the war
effort. For Bode, museum holdings are sacrosanct.
1918 The Numismatic Collection must turn over all of its gold coins to the
precious metal reserves of the empire. After the war, these are returned –
undamaged. The Jewish art patron James Simon donates another ensemble
of 350 sculptures and paintings (German and Netherlandish) as well as Late
Gothic decorative arts from his collection.
Gallery with bust of Flora on the sideboard. ZA 2.4.701 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

1920 The Social Democratic government of the Weimar Republic adopts
a retirement age law, which requires the almost 75-year-old Bode to step
down from his post as director general. He remains head of the Paintings
Gallery and chairman of the Museum Construction Commission “provisionally” until his death.
1921 Karl Scheffler levels fierce criticism at Bode’s presentation mode in
his book, “Berliner Museumskrieg“ (Berlin Museum War).
1929 Bode dies at the age of 84 years. Lying in state in the Basilica, the
world-famous museum expert is given a solemn farewell.

Ludwig Gies, Medal for the 75th birthday of Wilhelm
von Bode. 1920. Plaster cast. © Photo: Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin, Nationalgalerie

The 80-year-old Wilhelm von Bode. 1925. © Photo:
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Kunstbibliothek

Wilhelm von Bode in the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum.
Around 1928. © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Kunstbibliothek

1930 The new Pergamon Museum is dedicated at the 100th anniversary
of the Berlin Museums. In the north wing is the German Museum with
northern European sculpture and painting. The Islamic Department, with
the Mshatta façade, and the Early Asian Department, with the Ishtar Gate
and the Processional Way, are housed in the south wing.
1933 The takeover by the National Socialists leads to the dismissal of Max
J. Friedländer, the successor of Bode as director of the Paintings Gallery.
The cabinet with the works donated by James Simon is disbanded, his name
erased. The Italian collection is newly arranged, sculpture and paintings
are displayed separately.
1935 The Museumsstraße is re-named as Bodestraße.
Rudolf Schulte im Hofe, Portrait of Max J. Friedländer. 1907. Oil on canvas. A II 28. © Photo: Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin, Nationalgalerie / Andres Kilger

1939 With the outbreak of war, the museums close. The works of art of
the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum are first secured in the building’s basement;
historical ceilings and architectural elements are dismounted. Politically
motivated temporary exhibitions are shown in the museum: Woman
and Mother – Life Source of the People (1939) und Our Fight to the Sea
(1942).
1941 Beginning in September, 434 paintings and 100 historical frames from
the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum and the German Museum are moved to the
control tower of the flak bunker in Friedrichshain. At the end of the war,
two fires there will destroy numerous works of art. Even the vault of the
Imperial Mint is used to store art objects. The holdings of the Numismatic
Collection are safeguarded in an air raid shelter in the Pergamon Museum,
because Arthur Suhle refused to store them in a military building with
anti-aircraft guns.

Damage on the roof and façade. ZA 1.1.5-0129 ©
Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

1943 In autumn, the British begin full-scale attacks on Berlin. The KaiserFriedrich-Museum is hit by incendiary bombs and one powerful explosive
bomb. The façade is damaged, and all the roofs and windows are destroyed.
Compared to the other buildings on Museum Island, however, the damages
are relatively minor.
1945 On February 3, a full-scale American attack on the Berlin city centre,
including targeted direct hits on Museum Island, causes the most serious
damage. Explosive bombs destroy the footbridge from the Kaiser-FriedrichMuseum to the Pergamon Museum. Works of art are evacuated to the
Thuringian salt mines Ransbach and Kaiseroda-Merkers for safekeeping.
At the end of the war, the victorious American troops move the works of
art from there to Wiesbaden, the Central Art Collecting Point of the
American military government.
Destroyed footbridge to the Pergamon Museum.
ZA 1.1.5-7733 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Zentralarchiv

Post-War History: Museum am Kupfergraben
1945–47 Rain and snow fall through the damaged roof and the empty
window frames into the exhibition galleries. The Ravenna Mosaic survived
bombs and shelling; now it is being badly damaged by moisture. The
vaulted ceiling of the Basilica threatens to collapse and both domes
exhibit considerable damage. The Berlin municipal administration, which
has fiduciary responsibility for the former State Museums, ignores requests for funding to save the museum from deterioration and theft.
The explosion from the demolition of the Monbijou bridge over the Spree
further damages the building. At long last, funds are provided for security
measures.
Numerous sculptures as well as the collection and library of the Numismatic Collection are transported to the Soviet Union. Nevertheless, the
Numismatic Collection begins operation and builds a new “interim
collection”. The previous extensive library holdings are reconstructed.
1948 The emergency roofing is still insufficient. Fire and water have rendered
the upper floors unusable, the lower floors continue to fall into decay. Mould
grows on works of art stored in the basement.
With the division of Germany and Berlin, the collections are divided for
many years among the Allied Occupation Zones and the Berlin Sectors,
depending on their location in May 1945.
1949 The Berlin Municipal Planning Office plans to tear down the KaiserFriedrich-Museum as a monument of the despised empire, claiming that
the building is architecturally worthless and that the cost of renovation
would be too high. The architect Hans Scharoun supports its complete
destruction. A park on the Spree would take its place. The director general
of the museums, Ludwig Justi, knows how to prevent that: the ruinous
condition of the Neues Museum requires that the Kupferstichkabinett
(Museum of Prints and Drawings) be temporarily moved into the galleries of the Numismatic Collection in the basement.

War-damaged Basilica, view of the apse and the
walled-up entrance to the Kameke Hall. 1945. ZA
1.15-0622 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Zentralarchiv

View of the damaged dome of the Kaiser-FriedrichMuseum. After 1945. ZA 1.1.5.-7722 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

View of an inner courtyard and dome. ZA 1.1.5-7886 ©
Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

1950 The outdated inscription “Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum“ must give way.
From then on, the building is called the “Museum am Kupfergraben“
(“Museum on the Copper Canal”). The equestrian statue of Kaiser
Friedrich III in front of the building is removed and melted down. There
should be no more reminders of the Hohenzollern.
1951 To coincide with the Third World Festival Games for Youth and Students
of the GDR, a special exhibition of Chinese art from five centuries is planned
in the restored exhibition galleries on the ground floor. On this occasion,
the museum should be renamed. Director General Ludwig Justi considers
the suggestion from the Ministry for National Education – “Paintings
Gallery of the State Museums” – not appropriate, since other collections
are also housed there. Justi proposes the name Bode Museum, in honour
of Wilhelm von Bode, “who contributed his whole life to ensuring the worldwide renown of the Berlin Museums.” In the end, the entrance façade
carries the inscription “Berlin State Museums”.
1952 In view of the museum’s 50th anniversary, Justi again endeavours to
re-name the museum. Due to a lack of copper, the Great Dome is covered
with slate slabs. The Egyptian Museum with its Papyrus Collection and
the Museum of Pre- and Early History are given a home in the “Museum
am Kupfergraben”. This temporary solution will remain in place until German
Reunification in 1990.

Site map of Museum Island with the Museum am
Kupfergraben © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Zentralarchiv

1953 The restoration of the Small Dome falls through due to too high costs.
Instead of an iron construction, a wooden framework with a brick dome
shell is executed. The roof is given a slate covering.

Construction work in a courtyard of the Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum. 1951–1952. ZA 1.1.5.-07750 © Photo:
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Renovation of the small dome of the Kaiser-FriedrichMuseum. September 17, 1953. ZA 1.1.5.-07941 © Photo
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Ludwig Justi © Unknown photographer

At the end of the year, the Early Christian-Byzantine Collection displays
objects from its collections for the first time since the end of the war. In
restored ground-floor galleries, German and Netherlandish paintings are
exhibited. In two rooms, rotating exhibitions from the Kupferstichkabinett
are shown. The Kunstgewerbemuseum (Museum of Decorative Arts) is
also represented in two exhibition galleries with furniture and objects
from the 17 th and 18th centuries. The archive of seals from the Berlin Mint,
with 11,500 items, is added to the holdings of the Numismatic Collection,
which henceforth gives a new emphasis to the collection.

Sculpture Collection und exhibition of prints and
drawings © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Zentralarchiv

Sculpture Collection on the ground floor © Photo:
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Galleries of the Early Christian-Byzantine Collection.
1953 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Expansion of the exhibition space for the Egyptian
Museum and the Papyrus Collection in the Bode
Museum, setting up the models. Before 1953. ZA
02.01.-08092 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Zentralarchiv

1954 Almost ten years after the end of the war, the temporary roofs are
replaced with skylights. The museum marks its 50th anniversary still carrying the interim name “Museum am Kupfergraben”. In former galleries of
the Paintings Gallery, the Numismatic Collection opens the exhibition
“The History of Coins and Money from their Beginnings to the Present”. Even
at that time, there is a discussion to reintegrate the monuments of the
Prussian generals in the Small Dome; this only happens in 1987.
Renaming as Bode Museum
1956 The suggestion of Ludwig Justi is finally implemented, and on March 1
the GDR Minister for Culture, Johannes R. Becher, officially renames the
museum as the Bode Museum.
1958 The Soviet government returns to the Berlin Museums and other
museums in the GDR a large number of works of art that had been taken
to the Soviet Union in 1945. The inventory, identification, and conservation
of millions of objects from the collections occupy the energies of the scientific
staff in this museum and others for decades.

Act of renaming of the museum in Bode-Museum.
ZA 1.1.5-0132 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Zentralarchiv

1960 Funds are allocated for the restoration of the main entrance, the
installation of heating in the Great Dome, and the renovation of the
Basilica.

Sculpture Collection. ZA 2.18-1044 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

1963 After years of exile in the National Gallery, the Paintings Gallery moves
its permanent collection back into ten exhibition galleries on the upper
floor of the Bode Museum. The Museum of Decorative Arts relocates to
Schloss Köpenick.
1964 For the museum’s 60th anniversary, the Museum für Vor- und
Frühgeschichte (Museum of Pre- and Early History) opens its first
permanent exhibition since the war in the Small Dome. In the Basilica,
the Sculpture Collection displays works by Andreas Schlüter.
1966 For the 10th anniversary of the naming of the Bode Museum, the
burnt-out Great Dome is restored. In the following years, the Paintings
Gallery occupies more exhibition galleries. A large part of the upper floor
is still under construction.

Exhibition of the Museum of Pre- and Early History
© Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

1976 The paper money collection of the Sparkasse Berlin, with 10,000
objects, expands the holdings of the Numismatic Collection.
1979 In a ceremonial address on the museum’s 75th anniversary, the director
of the Paintings Gallery, Irene Geismeier, praises Wilhelm von Bode’s mode
of presentation, to which the Bode Museum feels itself committed.

Basilica with works by Andreas Schlüter © Photo:
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

1980 On the occasion of the 150th anniversary of the State Museums, the
Bode Museum presents documentation on the history of the house. The
Museum of Pre- and Early History opens its permanent exhibition “From
Europe’s Prehistory”.
1982 To mark the 50th anniversary of James Simon’s death an exhibition
honours this Jewish patron of the arts.
1983 The Bode Museum is registered as a historic landmark of the German
Democratic Republic.

Bode Museum. 1963 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu
Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Museum of Pre- and Early History, exhibition “From
Europe’s Prehistory” © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu
Berlin, Zentralarchiv

1984 The museum celebrates its 80th anniversary. The Paintings Gallery
presents its collection in 25 newly designed galleries. The exhibition space
for the Sculpture Collection is increased by four rooms, the Egyptian Museum
is reinstalled. The education department opens a “Children’s Gallery” on
the upper floor with ca. 100 m2 for changing exhibitions.
1986 The 30th anniversary of the naming of the Bode Museum is ceremonially
marked with a new installation of the Early Christian-Byzantine Collection.
In conjunction with building renovation, the museum is closed for six
months.
1987 The 750th anniversary of the founding of Berlin takes place. The façade
bears the inscription “Bode Museum”. The Great Dome is restored, the
balustrades are regilded, the Kameke Hall and the Basilica are reinstalled.
The monuments to the Prussian generals and the sculptures by Pigalle
are once again on view in the Small Dome. The restored Gobelin Gallery
is accessible, as is the entire upper floor. A gallery café is inaugurated. The
Numismatic Collection launches its publication series “Berlin Numismatic
Research”.

Great Dome. ZA 1.5-0194 © Photo: Staatliche Museen
zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Gallery with the “Easel by the Fireplace”. ZA 2.4.-801
© Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Bode Museum. 1987. ZA 1.1.5-142 © Photo: Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Reinstalled Basilica. 1987 © Photo: Staatliche Museen
zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Small Dome, stairway. 1987 © Photo: Staatliche Museen
zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Gobelin Gallery. 1987, ZA 1.1.5-7721 © Photo: Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Gallery Cafe. 1987. ZA 1.1.5-0191 © Photo: Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

Great Dome. 1987. ZA 1.1.5-187 © Photo: Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

1990 On February 7, all the directors of the East Berlin and West Berlin
State Museums gather in the Gobelin Gallery in the Bode Museum for a
joint administrative conference. The reunited museums of the eastern
and western parts of the city, now under the auspices of the Prussian
Cultural Heritage Foundation as part of the reunification of Germany,
must be restructured. The majority of the directors and scientific staff of
the Paintings Gallery and the Sculpture Collection are in favour of building
an addition to the Bode Museum. Among the available sites are the former
Friedrich Engels Barracks across from the museum and an area on nearby
Monbijoustrasse. However, Director General Wolf-Dieter Dube succeeds
in realizing his plans, which predate the fall of the Berlin wall, for a new
Paintings Gallery at the Kulturforum. He envisions the Bode Museum as the
future home of the Museum of Decorative Arts. Others favour a presentation combining holdings from the Paintings Gallery, Museum of Decorative Arts, Sculpture Collection, Kupferstichkabinett (Museum of Prints
and Drawings), and Art Library. This sets off a dispute over the future of
the Bode Museum.

Invitation to the exhibition “Awakening – Breakthrough” © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
Münzkabinett

The Numismatic Collection presents the exhibition “Awakening – Breakthrough” with six artists each from eastern and western Germany.
Seldom was an exhibition so closely related to current affairs.
1991 A joint administrative conference approves a concept for the use of
the building after the relocation of the Egyptian Museum. The Numismatic
Collection and Early Christian-Byzantine Collection (now re-named as
Museum of Late Antique and Byzantine Art) stay in the museum. The
Sculpture Collection will be presented together with works from the
Paintings Gallery. In order to ensure continuing operations, urgent construction and security measures are required. The exhibition “Keystone”
with late Gothic architectural sculpture is on view.

View of the first gallery of the Bode exhibition
© Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

As a consolidation of structures existing from the era of a divided Germany, the German Society for Art Medals (Deutsche Gesellschaft für Medaillenkunst e. V. (DGMK)) is founded, with considerable involvement of the
Numismatic Collection. To this day, the Numismatic Collection works closely
with this society.
1992/93 The Atelier Fischer begins the renovation of the windows. In
agreement with the landmark office, the historical windows are reconstructed in oak. At this moment, the completion of various construction
measures is planned for 1999.
1994 Director General Wolf-Dieter Dube unexpectedly announces that
urgent renovations are needed. 90 years after its opening, the building is
upgraded to meet contemporary fire prevention and security requirements.
The artist Michaela Zimmer presents light installations in the Bode
Museum.

Wilhelm von Bode in Fritz Klimsch’s studio in front of
the artist’s bust of Bode. Around 1923 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Kunstbibliothek

1995 The Education Department, the Paintings Gallery, and the Sculpture
Collection mount the exhibition “Wilhelm von Bode – Art Collector and
Patron” to mark the 150th anniversary of his birth. The exhibition of the
Sculpture Collection, “Beautiful from All Sides: Renaissance and Baroque
Bronzes”, is presented in the Altes Museum.
View of the third gallery of the Bode exhibition
© Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Zentralarchiv

1996 “Masterpieces of Medieval Sculpture: The Berlin Plaster Cast Collection” is on view. The Atelier Christoph Fischer prepares a report from the
standpoint of historic preservation. Planning begins for the renovation of
the façade and the overhaul of the Numismatic Collection. The Messbildstelle Berlin records in bulk the complete measurements of the Bode Museum,
including the floors and ceilings. The restauration of both domes is
planned according to the historical model.
1997 The Viennese architect Heinz Tesar and the Atelier Christoph Fischer
are entrusted with the overhaul of the Bode Museum, which will include
all necessary reconstruction measures and bring the museum technically
up to date. After the exhibition “Masters of the Sea – Masters of Art: Dutch
Seascapes in the 17 th Century”, the Paintings Gallery moves out in the
middle of the year to the Kulturforum. The Sculpture Collection and the
Early Christian-Byzantine Collection leave their home in Dahlem after a
festive Family Sunday and move into the Bode Museum on Museum
Island.

Basilica before restoration work starts. The exposure
of the original sandstone surfaces occurs as part of
the general renovation. © Foto: Florian Profitlich.
2000.

The Numismatic Collection hosts the XII International Numismatic
Congress in Berlin.
1998 In early December, the shutdown of the heating system, required
by the construction process, leads to the closure of the building. Before
that, the exhibition “Riemenschneider on Museum Island” is on view in
eleven galleries on the Spree side on the upper floor. The Egyptian Museum und Papyrus Collection move to Charlottenburg in the eastern Stüler
Building. In the basement, storage facilities and conservation studios
meeting the most up-to-date requirements are installed. A constantly
maintained relative humidity ensures the proper storage of the objects
during the ongoing construction. At the same time, some permanently
installed architectural elements are restored. The Prussian Cultural
Heritage Foundation awards the contract for the “urban planning and
functional museum development” of Museum Island. The commissioned
architects David Chipperfield (Neues Museum and a new entrance building),
Hilmer, Sattler, Albrecht (Altes Museum) und Heinz Tesar (Bode Museum),
as a planning group, work on the “Museum Island Master Plan”, which is
approved by the foundation’s Board of Trustees in 1999. It provides the
groundwork for all further plans for Museum Island.
1999 Museum Island is added to the UNESCO World Heritage List.
2000 In summer, the overhaul begins with the restoration of the façade.
After extensive mapping, the conservation studio “Restaurierung am
Oberbaum” prepares documentation for the two domes and the Basilica
(“Golden Central Axis”) as well as for all exhibition galleries. The suspended
ceilings are dismantled to allow their refurbishing and re-installation according to historical models. The “Museum Island Master Plan” envisions an
underground connection between the Bode Museum and the Pergamon
Museum by means of the “Archaeological Promenade”. In this year, the
Numismatic Collection is the co-host of the XXVII FIDEM-Biennale for
International Art Medals in Weimar. The Sculpture Collection and Museum
of Late Antique and Byzantine Art are combined and now, under a single
director, are renamed “Sculpture Collection und Museum of Byzantine
Art”.
2001 The Atelier Tesar starts the planning of the reinstallation of the
collection and exhibition design.

Aerial photograph of Museum Island. © Photo: Reinhard Görner. 2004.

2003 The ceremonial “Crowning of the Dormers” with the refurbished
domes takes place.
2004 For the 100th anniversary of the Bode Museum, the Numismatic
Collection is opened on October 22. For the first time, the 50 meter long
vault is opened, allowing a tour through the “Prussian Treasury” and drawing
large crowds of visitors. On open house days, a documentation exhibition
informs the public about the history and the renovation of the Bode
Museum. The Erivan and Helga Haub Foundation for the support of the
Numismatic Collection is founded.

Great Dome with new crowns on the dormers ©
Photo: Tobias Kunz

2005 The general renovation is completed. The building is officially
handed over in November. The installation of the collections begins.
2006 From October 18 to 20, the museum opens its doors to the public free
of charge. A museum gala and open house take place. The Sculpture Collection, Museum of Byzantine Art and Numismatic Collection can now be
visited. Selected works from Museum of Decorative Arts and the Paintings
Gallery complete the presentation. The Tiepolo Cabinet is fully restored.
The Children’s Gallery gets new space in the basement. The Berlin Numismatic Society, founded in 1843, declares itself a sponsor society of the
Numismatic Collection and resumes its monthly lecture series.

Visitors queueing to acces the vault of the Numismatic Collection on its re-opening 2004 © Photo:
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Münzkabinett / Reinhard Saczewski

Vault of the Numismatic Collection on its re-opening
© Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Münzkabinett /
Reinhard Saczewski

Bode Museum. 2005 © Photo: Hella Rolfes

2007 With the film installation “Unseen” by the artist Holly Zausner, the
Sculpture Collection displays for the first time a contemporary work in its
permanent exhibition. The holdings of the Numismatic Collection are
published in an interactive catalogue (ikmk.smb.museum). Linked Open
Data and the protection of Creative Commons licenses enable the worldwide use of photos, descriptions, technical data and additional information about ca. 38,000 objects (as of 2020).
2008 “A Colourful Coat for Joseph: Biblical Stories on Egyptian Textiles”
is the first cabinet exhibition of the Museum of Byzantine Art on selected
aspects of its collection and scientific history.

Holly Zausner, film installation: “Unseen” © Photo:
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin

2009 The Sculpture Collection features the exhibition “John Flaxman and
the Renaissance“, while the Museum of Byzantine Art shows “Childhood
on the River Nile: Toys – Clothes – Images of Children from Egypt”.

Screenshot of the online publishing of the IKMK on
May 20, 2007 © Graphic: Jan Hawemann, hawemannundmosch

Exhibition “A Colourful Coat for Joseph: Biblical Stories on Egyptian Textiles“. Tapestrywith birth scene.
9963 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Skulpturensammlung und Museum für Byzantinische Kunst

Exhibition “John Flaxman and the Renaissance”, Banner on the Bode Museum © Photo: Sigrid Otto

Exhibition “Childhood on the River Nile: Toys –
Clothes – Images of Children from Egypt”. Doll tunic.
9987 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Skulpturensammlung und Museum für Byzantinische Kunst /
Antje Voigt

2010 The special exhibition of the Numismatic Collection “Gold Giants“
brings together precious items from the Kunsthistorisches Museum in
Vienna and the Numismatic Collection.

Director General Michael Eissenhauer at the opening
© Photo: Achim Kleuker

Students in Architecture and Urban Planning at the Potsdam University
of Applied Sciences submit ideas for an extension of the Bode Museum,
which are presented in the exhibition “Typology of Museum Architecture“.
From Venice comes the presentation “Pala d’Argento: The Gilded-Silver
Altarpiece from the Church of San Salvador in Venice“. The Museum of
Byzantine Art shows the cabinet exhibition “Georg Schweinfurth: Pioneer
of Textile Archaeology and Africa Explorer”. The exhibition “Treasures of
Faith: Masterpieces from the Hildesheim Cathedral Museum and the
Berlin Museum of Decorative Arts in the Bode Museum“ opens; it will
remain on view until 2013.

Exhibition “Georg Schweinfurth: Pioneer of Textile
Archaeology and Africa Explorer”. Hairnet. 9323.
Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Skulpturensammlung und Museum für Byzantinische Kunst /
Antje Voigt

Exhibition “Typology of Museum Architecture”
© Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin

Exhibition “Treasures of Faith: Masterpieces from the
Hildesheim Cathedral Museum and the Berlin Museum of Decorative Arts in the Bode Museum”, dome
reliquary from the Guelph Treasure © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Kunstgewerbemuseum,/
Jürgen Liepe

2011 Running from August 25 to November 20, the very successful special
exhibition “Faces of the Renaissance: Masterpieces of Italian Portraiture”,
organised with the Metropolitan Museum in New York, leads to long lines
in front of the building.
The Numismatic Collection, together with the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy
of Science, stages the international conference “Translatio Nummorum“,
drawing attention to the adoption of Antique culture by Renaissance
antiquaries via the medium of coins.

Exhibition “Faces of the Renaissance: Masterpieces
of Italian Portraiture”, Banner on the Bode Museum
© Photo: Sigrid Otto

2012 The Sculpture Collection exhibits the mourning figures from the Musée
des Beaux-Arts in Dijon: “Lamentation for a Dead Prince: The Pleurants from
the Tomb of Duke John the Fearless in Dijon”. The Museum of Byzantine
Art presents two cabinet exhibitions: The unexpected return of objects
missing since World War II is thematised in the exhibition “Two Crates
from Leipzig”, while a second special show is dedicated to the work of
Josef Strzygowski for the Berlin Museums.
Exhibition “Lamentation for a Dead Prince: The
Pleurants from the Tomb of Duke John the Fearless
in Dijon” © Photo: Sigrid Otto

Exhibition “Two Crates from Leipzig” © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Skulpturensammlung und
Museum für Byzantinische Kunst / Antje Voigt

Exhibition “Josef Strzygowski and the Berlin Museums” © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Skulpturensammlung und Museum für Byzantinische Kunst

Exhibition “It’s Enough for 8 Groschen” © Graphic:
Jan Hawemann, hawemannundmosch

The Numismatic Collection’s special exhibition, “It’s Enough for 8 Groschen,”
explores the minting of coins and medal art during the reign of Friedrich
II of Prussia.
Between 2012 and 2014, a debate rages on the reunification of the painting
and sculpture collections in the Bode Museum and in an extension next
to Museum Island. The building of the Gemäldegalerie at the Kulturforum
would then house the 20th-century collection of the National Gallery.
Eventually, it is decided in 2014 to erect a new building for the latter
collection at the Kulturforum.
2014 The special exhibition “Schloss Bau Meister“ pays tribute to the Baroque
master builder Andreas Schlüter. Works by the British artist Mark Alexander enter into dialogue with the Mannheim Altarpiece of Paul Egell: “Red
and White Mannheim”. The Museum of Byzantine Art presents “Theodor
Wiegand and Byzantine Art“.

Exhibition “Mark Alexander. Red and White Mannheim”
© Photo: Fabian Fröhlich, Staatliche Museen zu Berlin

The Return of the Paintings Gallery. The Beginning
of a New Era. Information brochure for the planned
reunification of the Paintings Gallery and the Sculpture Collection.

Exhibition “Theodor Wiegand and Byzantine Art”, panel from Exhibition “Schloss Bau Meister. Andreas Schlüter
an altar screen. 6389 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin,
and Baroque Berlin” © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu
Skulpturensammlung und Museum für Byzantinische Kunst / Berlin
Antje Voigt

Thanks to the support of the von Oppenheim family, the Children’s Gallery
is converted into a spacious workroom, which is opened on December 6
with a Day for Families. A didactic presentation titled “The Making of
Sculpture” opens in a gallery adjacent to the café.

Didactic space “The Making of Sculpture” © Photo:
Sigrid Otto

Workroom (previously Children’s Gallery), Level O.
© Photo: Sigrid Otto

The special exhibition “I Gave Gold for Iron” shows the First World War in
the context of medal production of that era and at the same time makes
clear how the medal, as a small-scale relief, offers a commentary on
major historical questions up to the present.
2015 Between March and September, two exhibitions garner critical acclaim:
“The Lost Museum: The Berlin Sculpture and Paintings Collections 70 Years
After World War II”, and “One God – Abraham’s Legacy on the Nile: Jews,
Christians, and Muslims in Egypt from Antiquity until the Middle Ages,”
the latter being a cooperation with the Egyptian Museum and Papyrus
Collection, the Museum of Byzantine Art, und the Museum of Islamic
Art. Three more exhibitions take place: “The Fortunate Collector: Masterpieces from the Marks-Thomée Collection;” “Expressiveness in Art. The
Crucifixion by the Master of Meßkirch from the Würth Collection;” and
works by Markus Lüpertz in the exhibition “Nothing New. Abstraction Still
Pending.” The sculpture of Odysseus in front of the building was also
created by Lüpertz.

Gol d gab Ich
Der Erste Weltkrieg
im Medium der Medaille
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Exhibition “I Gave Gold for Iron” © Graphic: Jan
Hawemann, hawemannundmosch

Markus Lüpertz, Odysseus-Sculpture in front of the
Bode Museum © Photo: Sigrid Otto

Exhibition “One God – Abraham‘s Legacy on the Nile:
Exhibition “The Lost Museum: The Berlin Sculpture
and Paintings Collections 70 Years After World War II” Jews, Christians, and Muslims in Egypt from Antiquity until the Middle Ages” © Photo: Staatliche Museen
© Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin
zu Berlin

Presentation “Expressiveness in Art. The Crucifixion Exhibition “Nothing New. Abstraction Still Pending:
by the Master of Meßkirch from the Würth Collection” Markus Lüpertz in the Bode Museum” © Photo: VG
© Photo: Archiv Würth
Bild und Kunst / Andrea Stappert

Exhibition “The Fortunate Collector: Masterpieces
from the Marks-Thomée Collection” © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin

As part of the project Corpus Nummorum Thracorum, the Numismatic
Collection, together with the Berlin-Brandenburg Academy of Science,
organises an international research colloquium. In the accompanying
special exhibition, the focus is placed on the history, coins, and medals of
Thrace, a key region in Southeast Europe.

Exhibition “Thrace 3.0. Coinage in the land of Orpheus”.
18200873 © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin, Münzkabinett / Reinhard Saczewski , 18200873

The Sculpture Collection and the Pushkin Museum embark on a joint project
titled “Donatello and Other Renaissance Masters”, aimed at bringing to
light 59 sculptures formerly in Berlin and thought lost since 1945. Russian
and German museum professionals are working together to research, conserve
and publish these works, so that they can be put out on view in Moscow.

Donatello. John the Baptist. Ca. 1425–30. Bronze, H. 84
cm. Inv. 50. Formerly in Berlin now in Moscow. After
conservation. Photographed at the Pushkin Museum
in April 2019 © Photo: Julien Chapuis

2016 The exhibition “Holbein in Berlin: The Madonna from the Würth Collection and Masterworks of the Staatliche Museen zu Berlin“ is presented. It
is followed from October 21, 2016, to January 22, 2017, by “Canova and the
Dance” with an extensive program of education.
The special exhibition of the Numismatic Collection, “Art Coins Money”,
puts the interdependence of money, art, and artists under the microscope.
Medal makers from Germany and elsewhere take part in this project
with current works.

Exhibition “Holbein in Berlin: The Madonna from the
Würth Collection and Masterworks of the Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin” © Photo: Archiv Würth

The project “Multaka: Museum as Meeting Point” is awarded the “Special
Prize for Cultural Participation of Refugees” from the Federal Government
Commissioner for Culture and the Media. The project “lab.Bode – Initiative to Strengthen Museum Education”, sponsored by the German Federal
Cultural Foundation, begins its activities in the Bode Museum. Over a
period of four years, with nine Berlin partner schools, numerous cooperative
projects are implemented and diverse education formats are developed and
tested. In addition, 23 internships are funded in art museums throughout
Germany committed to strengthening education by opening positions in
that area.

A guided tour of the Byzantine Collection organised
by members of Multaka

Exhibition “Canova and the Dance” © Photo: David
von Becker, Staatliche Museen

Pupils working at the Bode Museum as part of lab.
Bode © Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin / Lysann
Buschbeck

Thanks to the generous support of the Ernst von Siemens Art Foundation,
the Sculpture Collection and the Museum of Byzantine Art have been
restoring 59 works of art since 2017, including numerous sculptures and
reliefs from the Renaissance. They are among the objects that were
removed from Museum Island to the Friedrichshain flak bunker during
World War II, where they suffered severe damage. In addition, the Foundation also supports the professional exchange between colleagues in
Berlin and in Moscow’s Pushkin Museum, who are confronted with similar
damage to the works formerly in the Sculpture Collection. Both institutions are working on preserving endangered works of outstanding
importance.
The Numismatic Collection carries out the project “Syria Antiqua” and
reunites monuments and coins from Syria’s cultural heritage. In the same
year, another exhibition, “The Human Image”, traces paths between portraits
from Antiquity to those of the present by means of coins and medals
from over two and a half millennia.

Exhibition “Syria Antiqua”. 18200790 © Photo: Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin, Münzkabinett / Reinhard Saczewski

Exhibition “Beyond Compare: Art from Africa in the
Bode Museum” © Photo: David von Becker, Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin

Tullio Lombardo, Shield Bearers. After 1493. Marble.
Inv. 212-213. During conservation. 2020 © Photo:
Julien Chapuis
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2017 On the night of March 27, the 100 kg Big Maple Leaf gold coin is stolen
from its exhibition space and to the present date cannot be found. In October the exhibition “Scholarship and Turbulence: Wolfgang Fritz Volbach,
a scholar between the two World Wars” opens and runs through the end
of January 2018. Until 2019, the exhibition “Beyond Compare: Art from
Africa in the Bode Museum” invites comparisons between African and
European works of art.

Wege zum Porträt
von der Antike bis
zur Gegenwart

Sonderausstellung Münzkabinett
Staatliche Museen zu Berlin
ab Freitag, 24. November 2017
Abb. © Staatliche Museen zu Berlin / © VG Bild-Kunst, Bonn 2017

Exhibition “The Human Image” Graphic: Jan Hawemann, hawemannundmosch

A gala celebrates the tenth anniversary of the interactive catalogue (ikmk),
which became a model and prototype for university collections throughout Germany and beyond. In the cooperative project NUMiD | Netzwerk
universitärer Münzsammlungen in Deutschland (Network of University
Numismatic Collections in Germany), over 40 partner collections as of
now publish their holdings online and are networked on common portals.
2018 The Numismatic Collection celebrates its 150th anniversary as an
independent museum with the exhibition “People, Coins, and Medals”.
The sponsoring society of the Numismatic Collection, the Numismatic
Society of Berlin, looks back at its 175 years of activity.

Die IKMK-Familie
Der Interaktive Katalog des Münzkabinetts und seine Partner

››› ikmk.smb.museum
Im Interaktiven Katalog des Münzkabinetts Berlin lässt sich eine
der größten numismatischen Sammlungen der Welt erkunden.
Kernkompetenzen sind eine allgemein verständliche Beschreibung,
fachgerechte Ansprache und normierte Erfassung samt Digitalbildern
und Linked Open Data (LOD).

ikmk.smb.museum/ndp

Die numismatische Datenbank ist in ihrer Art beispielhaft
und auch für andere Münzsammlungen geeignet. Das Münz
kabinett Berlin stellt lokale Instanzen dem Münzkabinett
in Wien und anderen Sammlungen zur Verfügung. Darunter
dem NumiDVerbund, in welchem sich die deutschen Univer
sitätssammlungen mit Münzbesitz zusammengeschlossen
haben. Die Verwaltung der Normdaten erfolgt zentral in Berlin.
Alle Einrichtungen bleiben damit stets auf dem gleichen
aktuellen Stand. Das Ziel ist die sammlungsübergreifende
Erfassung und Präsentation eines von der Antike bis zur
Gegenwart reichenden numismatischen Kulturerbes.
numid.online
www.numidverbund.de

The IKMK-Family © Photo: Graphic: Jan Hawemann,
hawemannundmosch
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Exhibition “150 Years of the Numismatic Collection”
© Photo: Graphic: Jan Hawemann, hawemannundmosch

Exhibition “Two Camels and a Saint”. Pouring vessel
in the form of an animal. 6057 © Photo: Staatliche
Museen zu Berlin / Antje Voigt

In the special show “Two Camels and a Saint”, students from the Egyptology
seminar at the Free University of Berlin introduce the late Antique pilgrimage site Abu Mina through objects from the holdings of the Museum for
Byzantine Art.
2019 The exhibition “The Second Glance: All Forms of Love”, in cooperation with the Schwules Museum, takes a second look at works from the
collection that deal with the diversity of sexual identities and how they
are perceived, assessed, and artistically processed. Five paths, laid out
throughout the entire collection with 32 objects, offer insights into
sexualities and identities that until now have received little attention.
The James Simon Cabinet, established in 1904 in the upper floor of the
Kaiser-Friedrich-Museum and then disbanded in 1939 under the Nazis, is
now re-installed.
With its exhibition “Bronzes like Animals”, the Numismatic Collection
honours the work of the medal artist and sculptor Heide Dobberkau on
her 90th birthday and at the same time asks why animals have been
such beloved motifs for coins and medals for over 2,600 years.

Exhibition “The Second Glance: All Forms of Love” ©
Photo: Staatliche Museen zu Berlin. Graphic design:
Holger Stüting, allstars design, Berlin

2020 The Numismatic Collection establishes the “Friends Circle of the
Numismatic Collection” as the newest working group of its sponsoring
society, the Numismatic Society of Berlin. It participates in the process
of establishing a national research data infrastructure.
Due to the worldwide coronavirus crisis, the Bode Museum is closed to
the public starting in the middle of March.

View of the Bode Museum from the River Spree ©
Photo: Sigrid Otto
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